Embedding Video into Bb from Films on Demand

Wherever you choose to embed the video (this example is going into “Course Documents”), Go to Build Content, and select Item. It’s tempting to choose a video option, but don’t.

Next, find the video you want to use from Films on Demand database. Other film databases have embeddable video as well, and the process is similar to this one. Films on Demand is found on the Library’s website, under Databases, either in the alphabetical listing or via the Type drop-down menu.
Click the **Share** tab. This opens a couple of embed options. Note that you can share the entire video here, or select only a segment to embed by clicking on one over here.

The **Share** tab opens the embed options. Choose the **Alternate Embed Code**, the second (lower) option. This one contains the ezproxy code that users will for off-campus access.

To embed the code, click the little HTML button (mentioned earlier).

The HTML button will open a window. Paste the code here.

See the ezproxy.gvsu.edu?

That’s what lets people access the film from off campus. Make sure the https is there.

Update here.
Once your video is named and embedded, click **Submit**, and you’re finished!

Your video is ready for viewing!